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Abstract
The Ambient Calculus oﬀers many ways in which processes can interact and be ob-
served. In the context of Levi and Sangiorgi’s Safe Mobile Ambients (SA), the extra
co-capabilities required for interaction complicate the fundamental observations. We
show that diﬀerent formulations of barbs lead to the same barbed congruence. We
prove this by following Honda and Yoshida’s approach for the π-calculus by deﬁning
the insensitive terms of SA.
1 Introduction
The pervasive presence of the Internet has forced the computer science com-
munity to rethink existing assumptions about physical versus virtual bound-
aries and mobile code in distributed computation [1]. The Ambient Calculus
(AC) has been introduced as a new model for distributed mobile computation,
that takes into consideration the reality of the World Wide Web, where divi-
sion into administrative domains as logical boundaries requires the handling
of both mobile code and authorisation. The AC deals with mobile code via
simple movements. Ambients, which are meant to represent administrative
domains, have a tree structure possibly containing sub-ambients; the notion
of access and mobility is captured by the operational semantics, where pro-
cesses equipped with suitable capability can freely enter or exit an ambient or
dissolve ambient boundaries. In [7] Levi and Sangiorgi argued that the basic
operational semantics for AC led to the phenomenon of ‘grave interference’
(diﬀerent from standard interference which is a common phenomenon in con-
currency), where two or more redexes of diﬀerent ‘natures’ ‘destroy’ each other.
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Grave interference makes reasoning on programming much more diﬃcult as
well stated in [7]. In order to overcome this problem, Levi and Sangiorgi pro-
posed Safe Ambients (SA) [7] as a calculus that keeps the same computational
model as AC, but enhance the ambient primitives with co-capabilities. In this
new setting, reduction is synchronous, in the sense that it requires two parties
to be equipped with the right capability (resp. co-capability). For SA [7] a
labelled transition system has been proposed but not a labelled bisimulation.
Barbed bisimulation as in [9,12] has been proposed as equivalence.
A successful deﬁnition of labelled bisimulation has been developed for a
dialect of SA, Safe Ambients with passwords (SAP) [10], where primitives of
the language have been modiﬁed in order to make the deﬁnitions work. The
main result regards the identiﬁcation of the labelled bisimulation with the con-
textual bisimulation. Contextual barbed bisimulation is to be distinguished
from the congruence obtained from barbed bisimulation equivalence [9,12].
This former equivalence is deﬁned in [10] in an operational way. Originally
contextual barbed bisimulation was born in a π-calculus setting [6] and it was
recovered via an equational approach. It is a natural question, to ask whether
the equational approach would work in the SA setting just as well. The main
contribution of the paper is to show that indeed this is the case.
Recovering contextual bisimulation requires the deﬁnition of a equivalence
relation which goes under the name of sound theory. A sound theory is a
non trivial relation (in the sense that does not relate all the terms) that is
preserved by contexts and reductions, it contains structural congruence and
identiﬁes insigniﬁcant processes: insensitive terms. Insensitive terms are in-
visible terms, in the sense that they never interact with any context. The
deﬁnition of insensitive terms in the SA setting is far from being easy or triv-
ial, but we will show that our deﬁnition although complicated works. The
deﬁnition requires an elaborate analysis of free names of a process, but at the
end of this construction we will be able to prove that the union of all sound
theories is sound and coincides with the contextual barbed bisimulation. One
of the advantages of our approach is that we do not have to commit ourselves
a priori to any kind of observational predicate, or barb. The AC oﬀers many
ways in which processes can interact (since processes are equipped with capa-
bilities for entering, exiting, and opening ambients). This means that there
can be a variety of choices for the fundamental observations (i.e. the barbs)
on which equivalences are based. In [2] the choice of observing a top level
ambient was made, and in [11] we were able to justify the original choice of
barb by using the Honda-Yoshida technique, where barbs are induced a pos-
teriori. In the case of SA, there is more uncertainty about the correct choice
of barb, since the extra co-capabilities increase the number of possible barbs.
This motivates more strongly the need to ﬁnd an approach which does not
depend on a particular form of barb, which is the advantage of the Honda-
Yoshida construction. Moreover we will show that our construction with a
small modiﬁcation can be applied to Merro and Hennessy’s Safe Ambients
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P,Q ::= processes M ::= capabilities
0 inactivity | inn enter n
| !P replication | outn exit n
| P |Q composition | openn open n
| (ν x)P restriction | inn be entered n
| n [P ] ambient | outn be exit n
| M.P action | openn be opened
Fig. 1. Processes and Capabilities
with Passwords (SAP), and in that particular setting, where primitives for
exiting an ambient are changed, we will see that there is one more barb.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we recall the
syntax of Safe Ambients; in Section 3 we introduce the sound theories and con-
struct the maximal sound theory, the main result is Theorem 3.17; in Section
4 we see that diﬀerent barbs are properties of any sound theory and that there
is an operational deﬁnition of maximal sound theory (Theorem 4.2); moreover
we prove Theorem 2.8 which claims that diﬀerent barbed equivalences coin-
cide; in Section 5 we brieﬂy show that the same method can be applied to
SAP, and conclusions follow.
2 The syntax of Safe Ambients
In this section we recall the primitives for Safe Ambient Calculus [7]. We
assume there is an inﬁnite set of names N , ranged over by n,m, q, r, . . ..
The syntax of the calculus can be found in Figure 1. We omit the primi-
tives of communication, since we prefer to focus on the semantic techniques.
The result of this paper can be extended to the primitives of communication
similarly to [11]. There follows an intuitive explanation of the syntax. 0 stands
for the inactive process, !P simulates recursion by spinning oﬀ copies of P ,
(P | Q) is the composition of two processes, (ν x)P (restriction) creates a
new name n in P , n [P ] is the ambient n containing the active process P and
M.P is the process P guarded by the capability M . The meaning of the capa-
bilities is intuitively the following: openn.0 dissolves an ambient with name
n; inn and outn.0, are primitives which can be exercised within an ambient
only; inn.0 allows the surrounding an ambient to enter another ambient with
name n; outn.0 allows the surrounding an ambient to leave the ambient with
name n. The co-capabilities express that the ambient is actively taking part
in the computation: outn.0 expresses that an ambient n is willing to release
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m [inn.P1 | P2] | n [inn.Q1 | Q2] −→ n [Q1 | Q2 | m [P1 | P2]]
n [m [outn.Q1 | Q2] | outn.P1 | P2] −→ n [P2 | P2] | m [Q1 | Q2]
openn.P | n [openn.Q1 | Q2] −→ P | Q1 | Q2
P −→ Q =⇒ P | R −→ Q | R
P −→ Q =⇒ n [P ] −→ n [Q]
P −→ Q =⇒ (ν n)P −→ (ν n)Q
P ≡ P ′ −→ Q′ ≡ Q =⇒ P −→ Q
Fig. 2. Reduction Relation
P | 0 ≡ P
P | Q ≡ Q | P
(P | Q) | R ≡ Q | (P | R)
(ν y)0 ≡ 0
(ν m)(ν n)P ≡ (ν n)(ν m)P
(ν n)(P | Q) ≡ P | (ν n)Q if n /∈ fn (P )
(ν m)n [P ] ≡ n [(ν m)P ] if n 	= m
!P ≡ P | !P
!0 ≡ 0
Fig. 3. Structural Congruence
an internal one, inn.0 expresses that an ambient n is willing to accept another
entering ambient and openn expresses that an ambient n can be opened. The
set of free names of P is written fn (P ) and is deﬁned in the standard way,
taking into account that the only binding operator is restriction. We will omit
the ﬁnal 0, writing M rather than M.0. Computation is formally captured by
the formal deﬁnition of the reduction relation P −→ P ′, which is the smallest
relation as deﬁned in Figure 2. The reﬂexive and transitive closure is written
as −→ . Structural congruence ≡ identiﬁes processes that we do not want
to tell apart for any semantic reason. It is the least congruence relation as
deﬁned in Figure 3.
Contextual equivalence, as given in [2], equates two processes that admit
the same observation or barb, in any context. A context C{} is simply a process
with zero or more holes {}. C{Q} denotes the result of ﬁlling the hole { } in
context C with process Q. Free variables of the process can become bound
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in the context, therefore contexts are not identiﬁed up to renaming of bound
variables.
We shall need the following notation.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [Barbs]
• P ↓ open n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(n [openn.P1 | P2] | P3) and n /∈ {p1 . . . pn};
• P ↓ in n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(n [inn.P1 | P2] | P3) and n /∈ {p1 . . . pn};
• P ↓ in n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(q [inn.P1 | P2] | P3) and n /∈ {p1 . . . pn};
• P ↓ out n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(q [outn.P1 | P2] | P3) and n /∈ {p1 . . . pn};
• P ↓ open n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(openn.P1 | P2) and n /∈ {p1 . . . pn};
As usual in the literature, we write P ⇓ b for the weak observational
predicate, if P −→ P ′ ↓ b, where b is metavariable referring to any of barbs
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.1.
In [7] the barb P ↓ n is deﬁned in order to yield the deﬁnition of barbed
congruence. This predicate can be deﬁned P ↓ n iﬀ P ↓ open n or P ↓ in n .
Deﬁnition 2.2 [Contextual Equivalence]
Two processes P,Q are said to be contextual equivalent P  Q, if for all
names n and all contexts C, C{P} ⇓ n if and only if C{Q} ⇓ n.
Deﬁnition 2.3 [Barbed Bisimulation] A symmetric relation S over pro-
cesses is a weak barbed bisimulation (WBB) if P S Q:
• if P ↓ n then Q ⇓ n;
• if P −→ P ′ then for some Q′, Q −→ Q′ and P ′ S Q′.
Deﬁnition 2.4 Two processes P, Q are said to be weakly barbed equivalent
P≈bQ if there exists S, a weak barbed bisimulation, such that P S Q.
Two processes P, Q are said to be barbed congruent P≈cbQ iﬀ for all
contexts C, it holds that C{P}≈bC{Q}.
Deﬁnition 2.5 [Contextual Barbed Bisimulation ] A symmetric relation S,
is a contextual barbed bisimulation (CBB) if whenever P S Q then for any n
and contexts C:
• if C{P} ↓ open n then C{Q} ⇓ open n ;
• if C{P} −→ P ′ then for some Q′, C{Q} −→ Q′ and P ′ S Q′
Deﬁnition 2.6 Two processes P,Q are said to be contextual barbed equivalent
P ≈ Q if there exists S, a contextual bisimulation, such that P S Q.
The relation≈ is by a standard argument the largest bisimulation. The fol-
lowing theorem simply ﬁrms up the hierarchy among the equivalences deﬁned
above.
Theorem 2.7 ≡ ⊆≈⊆ ≈cb ⊆
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In the previous section we have deﬁned the diﬀerent barbs (Deﬁnition 2.1),
which give diﬀerent deﬁnitions of bisimulation. We write ≈in for a contextual
congruence whose barb is in n, similarly for the other barbs and equivalences
≈in,≈out,≈open(there is no need of ≈open since this equal to ≈ as in Deﬁnition
2.5). The main task of this paper is to prove the following theorem, which
essentially states that all diﬀerent congruences coincide.
Theorem 2.8 ≈= ≈in = ≈in = ≈out = ≈open.
The novelty of this paper is the proof methods that we are going to use for
the previous result. Instead of relying on the operational deﬁnition only, we
will use the Honda-Yoshida [6] framework. The proof relies on the following
ingredients, that can be found later in the paper:
(i) deﬁnition of sound theory and preservation of the barb inn, for all n, by
any sound theory;
(ii) proof of the soundness of the union of all sound theories and proof of
the equivalence with the contextual equivalence ;
(iii) proof that any sound theory preserves all barbs . Since the union of all
sound theories is sound, it also preserves all the barbs;
(iv) the union of all sound theories with one barb is equivalent to the corre-
sponding contextual barbed equivalence equipped with the corresponding
barb ;
(v) it follows that all the contextual barbed equivalences coincide because
the union of all sound theories is unique.
The details of the proof are to be found at the end of Section 4.
3 Sound theories
Following the Honda and Yoshida method [6], we are going to deﬁne the notion
of sound theory for SA. First of all, an ambient theory, or simply a theory T A
is an equivalence relation that is closed under all contexts and contains at
least structural congruence. As such an ambient theory is very weak, indeed
in order to go from theory to sound theory we need to specify some other
constraints.
Deﬁnition 3.1 An ambient theory is sound if:
• it contains structural congruence;
• it is consistent;
• it is reduction closed;
• it identiﬁes all the insensitive terms.
We shall deem two processes to be equivalent if they are equated in some
sound theory. We let T range over sound theories. We will say that T  P = Q
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if P = Q is derivable in T , and T 	 P = Q otherwise. We will write P = Q,
P 	= Q when it is clear from the context which particular theory we are
referring to.
3.1 Consistency and reduction closure
We continue the presentation of the sound theory. Consistency guarantees
that the theory is not trivial, i.e. there exists a pair of terms that is not
identiﬁed in the theory. Reduction closure preserves that equality relation
through reduction.
Deﬁnition 3.2 An ambient theory is consistent if not all processes are iden-
tiﬁed in the theory.
Deﬁnition 3.3 An ambient theory is reduction closed if whenever P = Q and
P −→ P ′ then there exists a Q′ such that Q −→ Q′ and P ′ = Q′.
3.2 Insensitive terms
An insensitive process (or term) is one which can never react with its environ-
ment or the surrounding context. In order to deﬁne insensitive terms, we need
to talk about special set of free names of a term: active names. To explain
active names, it is necessary to specify the role of names in the reduction rela-
tion. Take the term R = openn.P . R may react with a context n [openn.Q]
but not with q [open q.Q]. Therefore, the name n plays a fundamental role in
the reduction. Following this clue, we will deﬁne insensitive terms according
to some observations on a subset of the free names of a process: the active
names. As in the example before, active names in a term P are the ones
that allow P to immediately engage in a reduction with a context. A term is
insensitive if for all of its derivatives (including itself) the set of active names
(i.e. the vehicle for engaging reduction) is empty. It is important to observe
that not all free names of a process are active. For instance n is active in
n [openn.P ] but the free names of P are not active. More subtly, n is active
in openn.P and m [inn.P ], but not in q [openn] and not in p [inn.]. In order
to achieve this ﬁne distinction, we need to deﬁne ﬁrst the mobile names (Def-
inition 3.4). Mobile names enable an ambient to move in or out, for example
the name q in n [out q.Q]. Then we are going to deﬁne the notion of enabling
names (Deﬁnition 3.5), which are the names that enable an ambient to be
entered, opened such as n in n [inn.P ]. On top of these two deﬁnitions, we
will deﬁne the active names (Deﬁnition 3.6). Notice that inn.P is mobile as
well as active unlike openn.P and that openn.P is active and enabling unlike
outn.P which is only active.
Deﬁnition 3.4 [Mobile Names]. The set of mobile names of a process P is
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deﬁned as follows:
mn (0) = ∅ mn (inn.P ) = ∅
mn (inn.P ) = {n} mn (outn.P ) = ∅
mn (outn.P ) = {n} mn (openn.P ) = ∅
mn (openn.P ) = ∅ mn (!P ) = mn (P )
mn (n [P ]) = ∅ mn ((ν n)P ) = mn (P )− {n}
mn (P | Q) = mn (P ) ∪mn (Q)
Deﬁnition 3.5 [Enabling Names] The set of enabling names of a process P
is deﬁned as follows:
en (0) = ∅ en (inn.P ) = {n}
en (inn.P ) = ∅ en (outn.P ) = ∅
en (outn.P ) = ∅ en (openn.P ) = {n}
en (openn.P ) = ∅ en (!P ) = en (P )
en (n [P ]) = ∅ en ((ν n)P ) = en (P )− {n}
en (P | Q) = en (P ) ∪ en (Q)
Deﬁnition 3.6 [Active Names] The set of active names of a process P is
deﬁned as follows:
an (0) = ∅ an (inn.P ) = {n}
an (inn.P ) = {n} an (outn.P ) = {n}
an (outn.P ) = {n} an (openn.P ) = {n}
an (openn.P ) = {n} an (!P ) = an (P )
an (P | Q) = an (P ) ∪ an (P ) an ((ν n)P ) = an (P )− {n}
an (n [P ]) = ({n} ∩ en (P )) ∪mn (P )
It is clear that an (P ) ⊆ fn (P ). We are now ready to give the deﬁnition
of insensitive terms. A term is insensitive if it never interacts with the en-
vironment. Obviously, no active names should be present, as the following
deﬁnition formalises.
Deﬁnition 3.7 [6] A process P is insensitive if an (P ′) = ∅ for all P ′ such
that P −→ P ′ .
Example 3.8 The following are examples of insensitive terms:
• (ν p1 . . . pn)(P ) where fn (P ) ⊆ {p1 . . . pn};
• (ν n)(inn.P ) ;
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• w [open r];
• (ν q)(n [!in q.out q] | q [!in q |!out q]);
The following lemmas state that insensitive processes have no barbs, are
closed under structural congruence, and do not interact with surrounding con-
texts.
Lemma 3.9
(i) If P ≡ Q then an (P ) = an (Q).
(ii) If U is insensitive and U ≡ P then P is insensitive.
(iii) If U is insensitive and U −→− U ′ then U ′ is insensitive.
Lemma 3.10 If an (P ) = ∅ then P has no barbs.
Lemma 3.11 ([6]) Let U be insensitive and C{} be a context.
If C{U} −→− R then R ≡ C ′{U ′} where C −→− C′ and U −→− U ′ and U ′
is insensitive.
Notice that insensitive terms are not equivalent to terms without barbs.
It is true, as stated above that insensitive terms have no barbs, but not all
terms without barbs are insensitive, for instance take in q.P . At the end of
this article one could interpret our work as a deeper understanding of the
nature of barb. Insensitive terms and consistency are necessary in order to
fully characterise the simple notion of barb, but this will become clearer in
the end of next section.
We are going to prove that there exists at least one sound theory, moreover
it is the minimal sound theory.
Deﬁnition 3.12 Let TIns be the theory generated by ≡ and identifying all
the insensitive processes.
We shall see that TIns is sound.
Lemma 3.13 If TIns  P = Q then for all n, if P ⇓ open n then Q ⇓ open n .
Clearly a theory T that preserves (weak) barbs (as in the previous theorem)
must be consistent since T 	 n [openn ] = 0.
Lemma 3.14 TIns is sound.
Proof. By construction, ≡ is included and the insensitive terms are iden-
tiﬁed. Reduction closure follows from the deﬁnition of −→ , in the case of
≡ ; in the case of the laws identifying the insensitive terms, suppose that
C{U} = C{V }. Then by Lemma 3.11 we have that if C{U} reacts (in one
step) either C{ } reacts in which case can be imitated by the context in
C{V }; or it is U which reacts, U −→ U ′, and U ′ is still insensitive in which
case C{V } −→ C{V }. By Lemma 3.13 n [openn ] 	= 0, therefore TIns is
consistent. ✷
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3.3 Observable in a sound theory
A sound theory in general may be more generous, in the sense that it may
equate more processes, therefore it is not trivial or automatic that any sound
theory T preserves weak barbs. Indeed this is the core of the paper, whose
proof relies heavily on the fact that a sound theory is consistent, unlike the
proof of Lemma 3.14 where consistency was a consequence of the preservation
of the barbs. The following two results aim precisely to show that sound
theories admit at least one barb n [inn], for all n. Moreover, they are not a
mere adaptation of the corresponding results [6]. Indeed, the use of consistency
and insensitive terms is crucial as in [6], but due to the complexity of the SA,
the proofs are more delicate, in the sense that requires more detailed case
analysis.
Lemma 3.15 (Incompatible pairs [6] ) Let T be a sound theory. Then,
n [inn ] 	= 0, for all n.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that m [inm] = 0, for some m. First we
prove that for all z, z [in z] = 0. Then we prove inconsistency. Assume some
m, m [inm] = 0, then without loss of generality, a context is created with
s 	= q 	= m:
q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | m [inm] = q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | 0.
For sake of readability we denote:
F = q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | m [inm].
S = q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | 0.
By reduction closure the following hold:
F −→ m [q [open q.s [in s]]].
m [q [open q.s [in s]]] = S.
Considering the context open q | {} the following holds:
m [q [open q.s [in s]]] | open q = q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | open q.
The right-hand side of the previous equation reduces as follows:
q [open q.s [in s] | inm] | open q −→ s [in s] | inm
By reduction closure the following chain of equations hold:
s [in s] | inm = m [q [open q.s [in s]]] | open q
(ν mq)(s [in s] | inm) = (ν mq)(m [q [open q.s [in s]]] | open q)
s [in s] | (ν mq)(inm) = (ν mq)(m [q [open q.s [in s]]] | open q)
s [in s] | 0 = 0.
This concludes the ﬁrst part of the proof. Now we prove inconsistency. Since
for all m, m [inm] = 0, then take the context q [open q.P | inm] | { } with
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q,m /∈ fn (P ), then the following holds:
q [open q.P | inm] | m [inm] = q [open q.P | inm] | 0.
The left-hand side term of the previous equality reduces as follows:
q [open q.P | inm] | m [inm] −→ m [q [open q.P ]].
By properties of T the following holds:
m [q [open q.P ]] = q [open q.P | inm]
(ν qm)(open q | m [q [open q.P ]]) = (ν qm)(open q | q [open q.P | inm])
0 = (ν qm)(open q | q [open q.P | inm]).
The right-handed side of the previous equation reduces:
(ν qm)(open q | q [open q.P | inm]) −→ P.
By reduction closure it is the case that P = 0. Contradiction!
So m [inm ] 	= 0 after all, for any m.
✷
The previous theorem says that in any sound theory there is at least one
pairs of terms that are not derivable. This might not be surprising, because
of consistency. However, the incompatible pair chosen here is necessary for
deriving inconsistency in the following proof which is very important, because
it claims that any sound theory is a posteriori equipped with observables.
Proposition 3.16 Let T be a sound theory. If T  P = Q and P ↓ in n
then Q ⇓ in n .
Proof. If P ↓ in n iﬀ P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)(n [inn.P1 | P2] | P3) and n /∈
{p1 . . . pn}. We write (ν p) for (ν p1 . . . pn). Take A = fn (P ) ∪ fn (Q)
and without loss of generality we can take q, r, z /∈ A. Consider the con-
text q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | {} then:
q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | P −→ (ν p)(n [q [r [open r] | open q] | P1 | P2] | P3).
Assuming that Q 	⇓ in n , then for some Q′:
q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | Q −→ q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | Q′.
q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | Q′ = (ν p)(n [q [r [open r] | open q] | P1 | P2] | P3).
For sake of readability, M denotes q [inn.r [in r] | open q] | Q′ and N de-
notes (ν p)(n [q [r [in r] | open q] | P1 | P2] | P3). Now consider the context
open q.z [in z] | {}.
open q.z [in z] |M −→ z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′.
open q.z [in z] | N −→ R.
for some R such that:
z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′ = R.
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We need to analyse R. There are two diﬀerent cases to analyse :
(i) If open q.z [in z] is still present in R, then:
R ≡ open q.z [in z] | (ν p)(n [q [r [in r] | open q] | P ′1 | P ′2] | P ′3)
for some P ′1, P
′
2, P
′
3.
Take the context (ν Aqr) | {}:
R = z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′
(ν Aqr)(R) = (ν Aqr)(z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′)
0 = z [in z].
Contradiction with Lemma 3.15. So Q ⇓ in n .
(ii) open q.z [in z] is not longer present in R then the boundaries of the am-
bients n and q have been dissolved obtaining the following:
R ≡ z [in z] | (ν p)(r [in r] | P ′′1 | P ′′2 | P ′′3 ).
for some P ′′1 , P
′′
2 , P
′′
3 . Considering the context (ν Aqz) | {} (notice that
we restrict on z rather than r, diﬀerently from the previous context) then:
R = z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′
(ν Aqz)R = (ν Aqz)(z [in z] | inn.r [in r] | Q′)
r [in r] = 0.
Contradiction with Lemma 3.15. So Q ⇓ in n . ✷
Theorem 3.17 Let UT be the union of all sound theories. Then UT is sound.
Proof. [Sketch] By construction ≡ is included and the of insensitive terms
are identiﬁed. It should be not diﬃcult to see that the union of all sound
theories produces a chain of equations that by transitivity preserves the re-
duction closure and the barb inn (for all n), which yields consistency since
n [inn] 	= 0. The latter observation shows that UT preserves the barb inn. ✷
This theorem is quite important since it states that the union of all sound
theories inherits all the properties of any sound theory, in particular the ob-
servables (all of them, even the ones that we are going to show later). In the
next section we prove that there is an operational characterisation of the max-
imal sound theory, indeed this coincides with contextual barbed bisimulation
(Deﬁnition 2.5).
4 From sound theories to contextual barbed bisimula-
tions
Contextual barbed bisimulation exhibits the barb openn, therefore it is nec-
essary to show that a sound theory exhibits the same barb.
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Proposition 4.1 Let T be a sound theory. Assume T  P = Q for all n,
if P ↓ open n then Q ⇓ open n . Moreover, let UT be the union of all sound
theories. If UT  P = Q for all n, if P ↓ open n then Q ⇓ open n .
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the proposition can be proved in a similar way to
Proposition 3.16 making us of the context: openn.z [in z], with z /∈ fn (P ) ∪
fn (Q). The second part proposition is derived from Theorem 3.17. ✷
Theorem 4.2 ≈= UT .
Proof. [Sketch] UT ⊆≈. If UT  P = Q then by reduction closure, if
C{P} −→ P ′ then for some Q′, C{Q} −→ Q′ and P ′ = Q′. Moreover, by
Proposition 4.1, if P ↓ open n then Q ⇓ open n . Since a theory is closed under
all contexts, if C{P} ↓ open n then C{Q} ⇓ open n . Notice that this implies
that ≡ ⊂≈.
≈⊆ UT . Conversely we must prove that P ≈ Q is a sound theory. It is
reduction closed by deﬁnition and consistent since n [openn ] 	≈ 0, moreover
it is a congruence by deﬁnition. It identiﬁes the insensitive terms since they
reduce only internally and never interact with any context, contains structural
as we have proved in the previous part.
✷
The previous theorem is an important step towards the proof of Theorem
2.8. In the previous proof, one important ingredient is the presence of the
observable in any sound theory (Proposition 4.1). In fact once proved that,
it follows by Theorem 3.17 that the union of all sound theories preserves the
same barb. So, in Deﬁnition 2.1 there were ﬁve barbs. We have already shown
that sound theories preserve two of them. It should be suﬃcient to show that
sound theories preserve the missing three barbs from Deﬁnition 2.1.
Proposition 4.3 Let T be a sound theory. Suppose T  P = Q for all n,
(i) if P ↓ in n then Q ⇓ in n .
(ii) if P ↓ out n then Q ⇓ out n.
(iii) if P ↓ open n then Q ⇓ open n .
Proof. The proof makes use of consistency and insensitive terms as in the
proof of Proposition 3.16, and of the appropriate contexts: i) n [inn.z [in z]]
| {}; ii) n [outn.z [in z] | {}]; iii) n [openn.z [in z]] | {}, assuming throughout
that z /∈ fn (P ) ∪ fn (Q). ✷
The following is the proof of Theorem 2.8.
Proof. The union of all sound theories UT preserves all the barbs by Propo-
sitions 4.3, 4.1, 3.16 and Theorem 3.17. By reasoning in a similar way, as in
the proof of Theorem 4.2, it is possible to show that the union of all sound
theories, equipped with each barb is equivalent to each contextual equiva-
lence, equipped with the corresponding barb, obtaining the following chain of
equations: UT = ≈in, UT = ≈in, UT = ≈out and UT = ≈open.
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Because the union of all sound theories is unique, all contextual equiva-
lences coincide UT = ≈in = ≈in = ≈out = ≈open =≈. ✷
5 Safe Ambients with Passwords
Very brieﬂy we show that our work can be adapted to SAP [10]. The main
diﬀerence between SAP and SA is the use of passwords; capabilities have two
names, like in 〈n, h〉, instead of one, where h denotes the password. The basic
operational semantics is the same as in SA, with the exception of the rule for
exiting an ambient, where the the co-capability is external, as it is shown by
the following rule:
n [q [out 〈n, h〉.P1 | P2] | P3] | out 〈n, h〉.Q −→ q [P1 | P2] | n [P3] | Q
It is possible to apply the work on sound theories to this setting taking into
account that the deﬁnition of active names needs to guarantee that terms
like (ν h)(open 〈n, h〉.P ) are insensitive. This is possible by deﬁning active
names as a set of pairs, for instance: an (open 〈n, h〉.P )) = {〈n, h〉}, taking
care of restriction in the following way: an((ν n)P ) = an(P ) − {〈z, r〉} for
some z, r, if either n = z or n = r. Let’s denote ≈SAP for the contextual
barbed equivalence with the barb open 〈n, n〉 and UT SAP for union of all
sound theories. With a similar reasoning to Theorem 4.2 we can prove the
following:
Proposition 5.1 ≈SAP= UT SAP .
Moreover, diﬀerently from SA, where the co-capability for the out was not
observable, in the SAP setting there is a new the barb: P ↓ out〈n,h〉 if and only
if P ≡ (ν p1 . . . pn)out 〈n, h〉.P ′ and n, h /∈ {p1 . . . pn}.
Proposition 5.2 Let T SAP be a sound theory. Suppose T SAP  P = Q for
all n, h, if P ↓ out〈n,h〉 then Q ⇓ out〈n,h〉.
Finally, writing ≈outSAP for contextual equivalence with barb out , it is pos-
sible to prove that ≈SAP= UT SAP =≈outSAP .
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have applied the Honda-Yoshida technique to SA, in order
to obtain a canonical equivalence. We have shown that the adaptation of this
technique is not trivial in SA and that contextual barbed equivalence equates
the same terms regardless of the barbs observed. The main task as future
work is concerned, is to prove that the barbed congruence is included in the
contextual barbed congruence following the proof in [3] for the asynchronous
π-calculus.
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